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ABSTRACT DEC 132000

As lidar technology is able to provide fast data collection at a resolution of meters in an atmospheric WHl!l
volume, it is imperative to promote a modeling counterpart of the Iidar capability This paper describes an
integrated apability based on data fi-oma scanning water vapor Ii&r and a high-resolution hydrodynamic
m,odel (HIGRAD) equipped with a visuali=tion routine (VLEWER) that simulates the Mar scanning. The
purpose is to better un&rstand the spatial and temporal representativeness of the Mar measurements and,
in tu~ to extend their utility in studying turbulence fields in the atmospheric boundary layer. Raman Iidar
water vapor data collected over the Pacific warm pool and the simulations with the HIGRAD code are used
for identifying the underlying physics and potential aliasing effects of spatially resolved lidar
measurements. This capability also helps improve the trade-off between spatial-temporal resolution and
coverage of the Iidar measurements.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lidar ~t @tection ~d I&u@ng) remote sensing (Killinger and Mooradiw 1983; Measures, 1992)
offers the promise of multi-dimensional atmospheric measurements for ranges of single to tens of
kilometers, with spatial resolution of a few meters. This technology provides a unique way to describe
atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) phenomena (e.g., Eloranta and Fome~ 1992; Cooper et al., 1994). The
Iidar system wed here is a sed.f%mtained field-deployable UV Raman water-vapor Mar (Eichinger et al.,
1994) built at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LAW) and based on the technique pioneered by Melfi
et al. (1969). Melil et rd. suggested to compare the backscattered intensities for water and nitrogen in the
vibrational Raman band, This permits one to infer the water-vapor concentration%since nitrogen is well
mixed in the atmosphere and its concentration is well known.

The LANL water vapor lidar system uses an excimer laser source with 400 mJ/pulse of energy at 200 Hz
and wavelengths of 248 nm and351 nm, respectively, for daytime and nighttime operations. The unique
receiver uses a 24” f8 telescope and scanning optics to allow 3-D volumetric imaging of water-vapor
mixing ratio. The receiving detector system provides simultaneous measurement of the elastic
backscattered W ra&ation from aerosols and clouds, as well as the nitrogen and water Raman signatures.
The system has a near-field spatial resolution of 0.5 mradian by 1.5 meters and 70-meter&r-field
resolution.
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Water, in its three phases, is of paramount importance in most atmospheric processes it is involved in
competing feedback mechanisms that affect the climate system on all scales. The surf~e-atmosphere
exchange of water, in particuhir, has received significantly increased attention. However, a fully
quantitative understanding of the near-surface distribution of vyatervapor has yet to be obtained. A basic
problem that remains is to determine the water-vapor distribution at the scale of turbulent eddies (Lmvilord,
1996). The satellite-based data sets upon,which present global environmental assessments depend camot
answer this question and neither can conventional ground-based instruments or aircrafl platiorms. A
scanning lidar is usetld in this regard because of its high spatial and temporal resolution and the horizontal
and vertical cross-sections it can produce.

Field applications of the LANL Raman lidar have been successful over both ocean and land surfaces in
helping understand the water vapor’s variability and in estimating its sutiace flux. Some of the more recent
Iidar projects conducted by LANL include (i) the Maricopaj Corrales and Socmro (MCS), N
Evapotranspiration (ET) Experiments, (ii) the Lake Mead Land-Water Interface Experiment (iii) the Yucca
Mountain Surface Evaporation Experiment (iv) the Central Equatorial Pacific Experiment (CEPEX), and
(v) the Combined Sensors Program (CSP) over the Pacific warm pool. Descriptions of these projects are
given below. The MCS ET studies with the R.amansystem showed great temporal and spatial variability of
water and energy fluxes even over uniform canopies. The Lake Mead Experiment was the first
investigation of energy-mass transport at a land-water interke with a h]gh spatial resolution. The Yucca
Mountain project extended the lidar application to surface-atmosphere interaction over a wmplex-terrain
region with mixed vegetation. CEPEX was part of an internationrd climate research effort to address the
“thermostat hypothesis} a feedback mechanism between water vapor and ocean sea surface temperature
purported to [imit global warming @amanathan and Collins, 1991). Our Iidar resufts during CEPEX show
the agreement w“ththe coincident radiosonde water-vapor data within 0.25 #kg (Cooper et al., 1996). The
CSP project (Post et al., 1997) employed a whole suite of meteorological sensors to quantifi processes
associated with ocean-atmosphere interactions in the tropics, and to help understand the small-scale
processes in the ocean-atmosphere exchange of water and heat.

The Iidar data shown in this paper were collected during CSP on 26 March 1996. Cooper et al. (1997) and
Hageiberg et al. (1998) have shown that the LANL Iidar system is a highly accurate and reliable probe of
turbulent ABL processes during CSP. However, to better help describe and understand these processes, we
need to demonstrate the actual representativeness, as opposed to the mere quantitative accuracy of the Iidar
data.

Like all volume-imaging sensor systems, Iidars require an advanced methodology to make the best use of
their measurements’ temporal and spatial properties. Over the last decade, experimentalists have made
every effort to make the lidar scan as f=t as its laser power and detector’s efficiency allow, while retaining
a good signal-to-noise ratio. Faster scrmnin~ however, does not necessarily improve the lidar imagery’s
value in terms of better dynamical insight as long as the fwtures of interest still evolve significantly over
the faster scans’ duration. It is dWkult, therefore, to determine the scanning strategy horn first principles,
since the atmosphere evolves continuously over the entire range of spatial and temporrd sales. This study
uses a state-of-the-art turbulence-resolving model to help synthesize the ABL phenomena observed through
the LANL scanning Rarnan water-vapor Mar system.

2. LIDAR DATA

In general, the oceanic ABL is characterized by the presence of both vertical wind shear and thermal
instability (Null, 1988). As a result, it can be subdivided into a suri%celayer, a flee-convection layer, and a
mixed layer; in each of these sublayers, the bafance of hea~ momentuzq and moisture fluxes is difXerent.
The characteristic height of the stiace layer is the Monin-Obukhov (Kaimal and Fimiganj 1994) length of
a few tens of meters. ‘he flee-convection layer extends up to about 0.1 Zrn,where a is the titght of the
fust temperature inversion at about 1 km above the surl%w, Zrnisalso the characteristic height of the mixed
layer. Field experiments using aircraft (WNiam and Hacker, 1993) and numerical studies (Schmidt.and
Schuman% 1989) show, in t%ctjthat these sublayers are not well separated from each other small-scale
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plumes formed in the surface layer i%e and combine into larger-scale thermals in the flee-convection layer,
while sinking air from the mixed layer penetrates into the free-convection and surface layers.

When a Iidar operates at a fixed azimuth angle and scans over a range in elevation with time, the resultant
image covers a vertical slice of the atmosphere (see Fig. 1A). At a fixed height with a zero elevation angle,
the licfarcan be operated to scan over a horizontal slice of the atmosphere (see Fig. El). Neither of the
above slices represent a truly instantaneous field of water vapor, simply because each lidar line-of-sight
collects data at a dKferent instant in time. The water-vapor mixing ratio shown in F\g. 1A is a portion of a
vertical slice observed during the CSP project. The slice covers 40 degrees of elevation angle and is made
up of 81 lines-of-sight, with an angular resolution of 0.5 deg. Each line-of-sight took 0.75s and the total
scanning time was 60s. The 0.75-s delay between scans should not atl%ctthe general flow features being
observed: the rising motion of moist air (in red, yellow, and green) and the descending motion of dry air (in
purple and blue). The regrouping of near-surt%acecoherent plumes into larger and more organized eddies as
they rise through the surface layer and the accompanying descent of dry eddies ilom the well-mixed layer
toward the surface have been proposed by earlier studies (Wyngaard et af., 1988, William and Hacker,
1993). Such organized exchanges between the surface layer and the rest of the ABL above contradict the
classical Monin-Obuhkov similarity theory (Kahnrd and Finniganj 1994), which assumes the two to be
independent of each other. Simple curve fitting of the data shown in Fig. 1A reveals that Monin-Obuhkov
similarity theory consistently overestimates, in fact, the moisture in the upper part of the surfice layer.

Figure lB shows the horizontal distribution of water-vapor mixing ratio measured by the lidar at a 10-m
elevation above sea level during CSP, based on the same measurement specifications used in Fig. 1A.
Using a two-dimensional wavelet technique (Hagelberg et al. 1998), we identified a dominant radius of 10
m for the coherent eddies (in red and yeilow] shown in Fig. B. The @ying effects due to the organized
downward air flow (in purple and blue) are also.present. The 0.75-s delay between scans used in Fig. lB
may, however, introdum some aliasing effects in the number and position of small-scale turbulent water-
vapor plumes near the surface, since the plumes’ recycling time scale at the 10-m level is rather small (at
the order of 10s) @lmal and Firmigam 1994). The spatial structure of the resulting mixed-layer eddies
may also be tilased due to the relatively long total duration of the scan. To help provide a more rigorous
interpretation of lidar images such as those in Fig. 1, we use a hydrodynamic modeling approach to see to
what extent Iidar imagery does correctly represent ABL turbulence.

3. MODEL AND SIMULATION DESIGN

The hydrodynamic model used for the current study is an outgrowth of the numerical modeling framework
of Smolarklewicz and %fargolin(1993). It is based on a nonoscillatory forward-in-time advection scheme
which has the advantage of preserving local extrem% as well as the sign of the transported scalar propetiies.
The scheme has been shown to yield numerical solutions that are consistent with known rmalytic properties
of the mo&led flows Smolarkiewicz and Margolin (1998). The model minimizes the need for artificial
viscosity, while suppressing nonlinear computational instabilities. Overal~ the model is designed to
accurately simulate small-scale atmospheric dynamics with high-gratXent features; hence it is referred to as
HIGRAD. A radiation package is included in the model to simulate the radiative effects in the atmosphere
(Smith and Kao, 1996).

In order to match the effective range of the lkiar4we use a three-dimensional (3-D) model domain with a
size of 560 m by 560 m in the horizontal and 1000 m in the vertical. The vertical extent being about tice
the horizontal extent allows the model to simulate the interaction between the free atmosphere and the
ABL. Even though the lidar provides data at a 1.5-m resolution in the radial direction a 2.5-m resolution
was chosert the ~.d size in the horizontal x and y directions, based on a trade-off between accumcy and
computing resources. In the vertical directiou a stretched coordinate is used: the first grid point is 0.18 m

*The effective range of the existing LANL water-vapor Iidar is from 100 to 650 m; over this range the
nitrogen and water-vapor signals coincide, thus insuring the accuracy of the measurements.
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above the surface to better resolve the sutiace layer and the hugest grid increment near the upper boundary
is about 25 m. The total number of grid cells is 225 by 225 by 81 (-4.1 million). The time step for the
model integration is O.125s, to match the ultra-fine vertocal spatial resolution near the sutiace. It takes
50,000 node-hours of CPU time on the 128-node SGI super-clustered Blue Mountain computer at LANL to
ptionn a one-hour model simulation.

ANthe subgrid transports use a very small &Ifisivity co=lcient with a constant value of 10-7rn2S-l. Our
ABL simulation is thus similar to direct numerical turbulence simulations at lead in terms of the very small
grid size near the sutiace and the small difisivity coeilicient. A reeent study by Margolin et rd. (1999)
demonstrates that a nonosoillatory advection scheme such as MPDATA used in our model can accurately
reproduce the dynamics of an atmospheric convective boundary layer without incorporating an explicit sub-
g“id scale (SGS) diffision scheme. Other researchers (e.g., Linden et al.,1994) reached similar conclusions
for different flow regimes. It appears that the implicit difision built in nonoscillatory advection schemes
serves well as an expiicit SGS module.

The initial state of the model simulation was constructed based cmthe balloon soundings, ship
measurements, and the lidar profiles collected by CSP on 26 March 1996. The initial ABL structure in the
model simulation is assumed to,be vertically well mixed with a umstant water-vapor tilng ratio of 19.5 g
kg-l and a potential ~emperature of 301.5 K. The sea surfhce temperature is set at 302.5 K and the surf%ce
water-vapor mixing ratio at 22.5 g kg-l, based on the surface observations from CSP. To excite an initial
disturbance, a random temperature perturbation with a magnitude of 0.01 K is imposed at the surface. The
initial momentum field is set to be identically zero. A large-scale subsidence rate of 0.01 cm S-l is
prescribed to help maintain the height of the mixed layer. No-slip and cyclic bouqdary conditions are,
respectively, used in the vertical and lateral d~ections.

We wish to compare the model results directly with the lidar &ta. Since the model output of any variable at
a specific time represents an instantaneous 3-D field, it cannot readily be compared with the Iidar image~.
We designed a simple visualization code cafled VIEWE~ which m“mics the actual lidar scanning
geometry and resolutio% to %ew” the model output that is generated every 0.75s. Each modeled line-of-
sight in VIEWER is thus extracted from a dKferent instantaneous output file and represents the data withh
an angle of 0.5 deg, out to the radial distance of 560 m. To render more faithful the representation of the
actual lidar’s coverage as a fi.mctionof radkd distance, we fiu-ther divide each 0.5deg viewing angle in
vIEWER evenly into ten sub-angles. We then map the simulated data from Cartesian onto the polar
coordinates given by each modeled sub-line-of-sight, with a radial resolution of 2.5 m. The final image is
then plotted back in Cartesian coordinates. Our VIEWER code thus provides an objective comparison
between the simulations and the observations from a scanning lidar.

4. MODEL RESULTS

A quasi-stationary state is reached ailer 10 model hours into the simulation. It is due to the three-way
interaction betsveen radiative forcin~ large-scale subsidence, and turbulent mixing. The main features of
ABL dynamics are well captured by the simulation’s quasi-steady state. At hour 10, the mixed layer i% on
the average, moister by about 1.5 gkg-l than the initial value, suggesting vigorous moistening caused by the
plumes rising from the warm and wet ocean surface. A towering thermal extends from the surfkce into the
flee-convection layer, whose top lies for the given model parameters at about 150 m. The entrainment of
dryer and warmer air from the free atmosphere, above the first inversiom downward into the mixed layer is
also successfidly reproduced (not shown).

The HIGRAD simulation resufts at 12 hr are shownj using the V2EWER visualization procedure, in Fig. 2.
Despite the discrepancies between the two figures gaused by the dflerent data textures, the simulated
structure and variab~fityof the water-vapor plumes are in fair agreement with the observations shown in
Fig. 1. The regrouping of the surface-layer plumes into larger moist eddies is clearly.simulated in Fig. 2A.
The accompanying downward dry eddies that counterbalance the upward mass and momentum fluxes are

● Correspondence e-mail: kao@ard.gov, Tel: 505-667-9226
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also well captured. The model, however, appears to produce a larger area of downward dry eddies (13gs.
2~B) than seen in the observations (Figs. 1A B). Suggested refinements of the .Monin-Obuhkov theo~ for
the surface-layer structure include the drying effects of the mixed-layer intrusions (WNiams and Hacker,
1993). Our model results (Fig. 2) strongly support the idea that dynamic interactions between the surface
layer and the mixed layer are a major mechanism in maintaining the structure of a convective AM+ in good
agreement with the lidar obsewations (Fig. 1).

The HIGIUiD-plus-VIEWER system also helps us understand how the transient t%aturesmay contribute
aliasing effects in the data images (e.g., Fig. 1) collected from a scanning lidar. By comparing the scanned
VIEWER imagery with the instantaneous model output, we found that the overall ABL structure observed
through vertical scans (Fig. 2A) does resemble individual snapshots of the ABL (not shown). The ABL is
characterized, withh a typical scanning peri~ by a gradually evolving upward moist branch (left half of
Fig. 2A) and a quasi-stationary downward dry branch (right half of Fig. 2A) that change but little between
scans.

More severe aliasing however, can be found in a modeled horizontal scan near the ocean tiacq as shown
in Fig. 3. Figure 3A shows the modeled image~ of a 90-degree horizontal scan 10 m above the swface,
with 81 lines-of-sight in a 60-s scanning time (i.e., an azimuthal resolution that is coarser by a factor of two
than the earlier case). Shown in Figs. 3B-3D are the instantaneous water-vapor fields simulated at 1,30,
and 60s and included in the VIEWER scanning of Fig. 3A. The background mntrsst between wet and dry
zones remains the same throughout the 60-s interval. It is dominated by the more persistent larger-scale
dynamics, as described previously. At this scale, the spatial-pattern correlations between the vertical-
motion field and the water-vapor concentrations are quite high. The distribution of small-scale plumes and
their intensity, however, are highly transient within this interval. As a result, the modeled lidar imagery
(Fig. 3A) is heavily biased toward the later time instants in representing the near-surface plumes.

Thk problem can be handled either by improving the lidar’s performance or by adding data assimilation
capabilities to our modeling systew or both. Improving lidar performance fhrther requires increaing the
instrument’s scanning speed whale maintaining accdracy and wverage. Data assimilation is a numerical
approach to combining measurements that are unevenly distributed in space and time with a model that
simulates the flow being observed @aley, 1991). Near-optimal and computationally feasible methods exist
to deal with trade-offs between observing pattern and accuracy, like the one at hand (Ghil and Malanotte-
Rizzoli, 1991).

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In summary, high-resolution hydrodynamic modeling complements scanning-lidar measurements in an
integrated approach for probing atmospheric turbulence. On the one hand, our Raman lidar provides highly
accurate data profiles to help initialize model simulations. Lidar scans also provide the necessary
information to test model ptiormance, such as the size of surface plumes and the scale of the organized
exchange between the surt%celayer and the atmosphere above. The model simuti~ons, on the other hand,
are a primary means of accumulating and crystallizing knowledge required to interpret the lidar data and
validate measurement strategies. The model also provides the only means of applying near-optimal
assimilation methods to the Iidar data. This will allow us to identify fiture needs for both model and
instrument improvements in studying the small-scale variability and surface-air exchange processes over
various regions.

We demonstrated here that our integrated model-instrument approach cauld resolve the plume-sca$e
turbulent features associated with water vapor over a warm ocean .sm%ace.The essence of correctly and
robustly pararneterizing the surface-air exchange in ktrge-scale climate models is to resolve and describe
the scales and mechanisms that govern tie surface evaporation. We showed thatj over warm ocean
surfaces, rate-limiting exchange processes occur in turbulent and convective motions at scales of a few
meters. The surface plumes and their transport properties are modulated and cm.mterbalancedby larger dry
eddies that penetrate downward from the mixed layer. Existing parameterizations of the surface layer have
not yet successfully included these processe% not even by using a curve-fitting approach based on Monin-
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Obuhkov theory (J3rutsaertj 1999). Over land surfaces, near-surface inhomogeneities — due to variable
terrain and vegetation — are critical to the variability of water-vapor plumes and to the exchange processes
they me&ate. Thk renders fine-scale ABL exploration by the powerful approach described here even more
imperative. ,
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Fig.1. LidardatacollectedduringCSP: (A)A portionof a vcrticrdRamanIi&r scanof water-vapormixingratio
acquiredon 26 March 1996at 0420UTC (1820localtime),with horizontaldistanceon the abscissaandheightabove
sea level(ASL)on the ordinate.The scanrevealsnear-surfacesmall-scaleconvhve plumes(in red),as well as
organizedupward(in r~ yellow,and green)and downwardeddies(inpurple andblue). (B)A portionof a horizontal
Ramanlidarscanof water-vapormixingratio aquircd at 10m abovethe oceansnrfaceon 26 March 1996at 0440
UTC (1840local time).Thex- andy+xes are two perpendiculardirectionsin the horizontal.Sinkingair with low
water-vaporconcentrationsurroundsisolatedconvectiveplumes.Colorbars are shownbeloweachpanel.
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Fig. 2, Sameas Fig.1,exceptfor modelresultsfromthe HIGRADandVIEWERcodes.The simulatedscansare from
thex-axistowardthey-axis, as in Fig. 1.The two panelsareboth derivedfromthe sameone-minutechunkof model
output@en ~2hr &or the initial time, while the two panelsfrom Fig. 1 were,by nwessiv, 20 minutesapart.
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Fig. 3. (A) is the modeledhorizontalscanwith a coarserresolutionin azimuthbut for a largerscannedareain
comparisonwithFig, 2B, (B), (C), and (D) are the instantaneouswater-vaporfieldsat 1s, 30s, and60s, respectively,
into the seaming intirval usedin Fig. 3D.


